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Abstract: Envi-met is the most-used simulation tool to assess outdoor thermal comfort in urban
microclimates. Considering reported disparities between modeled and observed mean radiant tem-
perature (MRT), failing to accurately predict the MRT may have a negative impact on the conclusions
drawn by urban designers and policy makers. Therefore, this study aims to validate the Envi-met
model’s efficiency for predicting MRT in the hot arid climate of Mecca city. Sensitivity analyses were
conducted to investigate the settings and inputs of Envi-met, including two- and six-directional
methods for calculating MRT, shortwave radiation projection factors, Indexed View Sphere (IVS),
Advanced Canopy Radiation Transfer (ACRT), and the localization of materials and vegetation.
Two statistical metrics (RMSE and MAE) were employed to assess Envi-met’s performance for the
two evaluation points. Envi-met produced the best results with the 6-directional, ƒp-RayM (in winter)
and ƒp-City (in summer), IVS on and ACRT on mode, and localized soil condition, materials, and
vegetation inputs. An analysis of the modeled MRT results illustrated that error magnitudes were
decreased significantly as a result of sufficient settings and inputs; for example, RMSE was improved
by 2.31 and 8.48 K in the winter and summer open site results, respectively, and by 7.30 K in the
summer under-tree site. Overall, the results of winter and summer analyses demonstrate average
RMSE of 4.99 K and MAE of 4.02 K. The findings illustrate that substantial enhancement of model
performance can be achieved through the use of proper settings and inputs.

Keywords: mean radiant temperature MRT; Envi-met; validation; thermal comfort; sensitivity
analysis; hot arid climate; mecca

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

As much as rural-to-urban migration provides opportunities, urban development and
growth can pose challenges. The World Cities Report 2022—UN-Habitat states that more
than half of the world’s population lives in urban cities, and this number is continuing to
grow [1]. The quality of outdoor urban spaces has been negatively influenced by rapid
urbanization and climate change [2], requiring further considerations of microclimate
conditions. In the last two decades, numerical modeling has been increasingly used in
environmental studies to assess outdoor thermal comfort and examine various mitigation
strategies [3–5]. This approach is reasonably justified as it provides an easier, quicker, and
inexpensive way to assess urban microclimates in early stages [6,7]. However, models have
been developed to simulate the built environment across various scales with varying input
and computational requirements, as well as calculation methods and output values. The
most powerful recognized tool for simulating urban microclimate is Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD), which is based on the equations of fluid dynamics and the conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy. It considers air flow, thermal and radiation transfer,
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and the physical characteristics of various environmental elements [8]. Envi-met stands
out as one of the most widely acknowledged CFD modeling software programs for the
assessment of outdoor climate variables and microclimatic conditions [9,10].

1.2. Envi-met Model

Envi-met was created to simulate the urban microclimate interactions between the
surface, atmosphere, and vegetation within the built environment [6]. It usually simulates a
period of one to two days with resolution varying from 0.5 to 10 m and a time step between
1 and 5 s. Nevertheless, it can simulate a longer timeframe, which requires increased
computational power and extended processing time [11]. The software evaluates climatic
parameters, including (but not limited to) air temperature (AT), relative humidity (RH),
wind velocity (V), and mean radiant temperature (MRT), which allows for the generation of
outdoor thermal comfort (OTC) indices such as predicted mean vote/predicted percentage
of dissatisfied (PMV/PPD), physiological equivalent temperature (PET), dynamic thermal
comfort (dPET), universal thermal climate index (UTCI), and standard effective temper-
ature (SET), thus enabling its application in the context of mitigation strategies [12,13].
A comparative analysis of model outputs and field measurement values is usually per-
formed to evaluate model reliability. In this context, simulation studies have identified
discrepancies, of various magnitudes, between modeled and observed values [14,15], as
it is challenging for models to represent the complexity of the real-world physical and
environmental interactions [16].

1.3. Envi-met Practice and Performance

Envi-met has been commonly utilized to mitigate urban heat stress and improve
outdoor thermal comfort on urban microclimate scale [3], investigating various strategies
such as cool materials [17,18], shading scenarios [19], greenery [20–22], urban config-
urations [23,24], street ratio [25] and orientation [26], and water bodies [27,28]. Other
studies have integrated multiple strategies in an effort to optimize the obtained enhance-
ments [29,30]. The investigated enhancements have mainly been quantified according
to the air temperature, mean radiant temperature, and outdoor thermal comfort indices,
among other parameters. Mean radiant temperature (MRT) is the environmental factor that
affects pedestrians’ outdoor thermal comfort in urban areas the most [23,31], particularly
in hot arid climates [32,33]. It can be defined as the quantity of radiative exchange of
longwave and shortwave radiation between the human body and its surroundings [34].
Therefore, it is critical that relevant models are capable of reproducing accurate results
regarding the outdoor environmental variables, especially considering the crucial role of
assessing radiative fluxes [35].

The Envi-met representation of MRT has been investigated in several studies (see
Table A1 for further details). These studies were conducted in various climatic regions, such
as those characterized by a temperate climate (Cfb) [16,36–40], humid subtropical climate
(Cfa) [41–45], Mediterranean climate (Csa) [29,46,47], hot arid climate (BWh) [33,48], tropi-
cal savanna climate (Aw) [49], or tropical wet climate (Af) [50]. While some studies have
aimed to investigate the radiative performance of Envi-met, others assessed the Envi-met
modeling of MRT through comparing it to observed values, as a model validation process
conducted prior to the testing of various mitigation strategies. These previous studies
showed MRT evaluation criteria—depending on availability of statistical metrics—ranging
between 1.64–19.02 K for root mean square error (RMSE) and 4.22–15.81 K for mean absolute
error (MAE). Even though the accuracy of the MRT results varied evidently between studies,
most of them suggested that Envi-met generates reliable results in regard to microclimate
studies [29,38,39,41–45,48–51].

The recognized discrepancies arise from the availability and quality of input data
or/and model limitations [43]. To tackle model limitations, for instance, related to over-
estimating MRT under sun exposure and underestimating it under shade, which can be
attributed to the domain average calculation of emitted and reflected radiation [36], the
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Indexed View Sphere (IVS) and the Advanced Canopy Radiation Transfer (ACRT) schemes
have been introduced [52,53]. Yet, these new radiative calculations have not been investi-
gated across various climates and conditions, especially in the hot arid climate of Saudi
Arabia. As improving model accuracy requires refinement of initial input values and set-
tings [36,46], it is worthwhile to investigate the effect of radiative fluxes of the atmosphere
and the ground material in the modeled MRT. Thus, this study aims to systematically
investigate the upgraded settings of Envi-met and evaluate the mean radiant tempera-
ture for a sacred outdoor site in the hot arid climate of Mecca city. To achieve the study
aim of thoroughly investigating the model radiative performance in the hot arid climate,
three objectives were identified and tackled:

1. To evaluate the effects of different settings on the radiative performance of Envi-met.
2. To explore the influence of the localized soil conditions, materials, and vegetation on

the model’s accuracy.
3. To assess the model’s MRT results in summer and winter.

To achieve the study objectives:

1. Two field measurements were performed in winter and summer, using instruments
located at three measuring points (to obtain meteorological data for the study).

2. Sensitivity analyses were conducted testing model settings and input with respect
to 2- and 6-directional MRT calculations, projection factors, IVS/ACRT, initial soil
conditions, and localized materials and vegetation.

3. The model performance in the hot arid climate was evaluated in summer and winter
seasons using two statistical metrics.

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Study Area

The study site was located in Mecca city (also called Makkah or Makkah Al-
Mukarramah), located on the western side of Saudi Arabia within around 80 km from the
Red sea (between 21◦40′–21◦10′ N and 40◦00′–39◦40′ E). The city’s climate is categorized as
a hot arid climate (BWh), in which the city encounters hot dry summers and less severe
to moderately mild winters with low annual relative humidity and rainfall. According
to historical climate data retrieved from Arafat station for the period between 2004 and
2021 [54], January is the coldest month, registering a mean air temperature (AT) of 22.1 ◦C,
with the minimum temperature dropping to 5 ◦C. In contrast, July marks the peak of the
hot season, with mean AT of 35.2 ◦C and reaching a maximum temperature of 49 ◦C. The
rainfall is minimal in the city, mostly occurring in winter, and the annual mean relative
humidity is 42.7%. The city stands as a sacred destination for Muslims as it comprises the
Holy Mosque and Kabaa, a cubic construction built by Prophets Abraham and Ishmael
which is the direction of Muslim prayers. Other holy sites, such as Arafat, Muna, and
Muzdalifah, that involve the annual Islamic worship (called Hajj) are located in Mecca
city as well. For example, it is essential that Hajj performers (pilgrims) stay in the Arafat
area for a complete day, from noon to dusk, on a designated day of the lunar Islamic
calendar. The Hajj ritual continues for five days, in which activities such as sitting, standing,
walking, and praying in open spaces could be exhausting for pilgrims. The Saudi govern-
ment has made substantial efforts to manage the safety of Hajj and mitigate heat-related
illnesses [55]. Moreover, to alleviate the effects of extreme heat conditions for pilgrims,
Saudi authorities are constantly developing holy places [56] to increase their safety and
comfort [55]. Mecca city was selected as a case study to investigate the model’s predicted
MRT values, as it is situated in a hot arid region where MRT has the greatest impact on
visitors’ thermal comfort.

Experimental field studies were conducted in the Arafat area, particularly within
Mount Arafat, also called Jabal Ar Rahmah in Arabic, which means The Mercy Mountain
(see Figure 1). Even though the site is part of Hajj, it is constantly visited by foreigners and
residents Muslims on a daily basis, either to pray or for social gathering and recreational
activities. The circular plaza has a diameter of 360 m (approximate area of 0.10 km2) with
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Mount Arafat at the center, which is around 29 m above plaza level. The lack of any
vegetation and physical building inside the circular site is mainly for crowd management
related to the Hajj season. Therefore, buildings such as WCs, Arafat hospital, the Saudi
broadcasting tower, and other one-story facilities are distributed around the plaza. Ad-
ditionally, only the western and northern boundaries are covered in vegetation, where
long-existing Neem (Azadirachta indica) trees and Conocarpus erectus trees, in addition to
recently planted Poinciana trees and C2000-American grass, can be found. This allowed
for the successful selection of an open point (OP) as the first evaluation point, with sky
view factor (SVF) of 1.00, calculated using a Nikon D850 camera with fish eye lens and the
RayMan Pro software (version 3.1 Beta) [57–61]. The selection was also influenced by the
site re-development which occurred during the first field study (i.e., in winter), as well as
the behavior of visitors to the site. The reconstruction included the setting up of a new
irrigation system on the western side, which was completed prior to the second field study
in summer. Therefore, the vegetation on the western side presented an opportunity to
establish a second evaluation point to capture different environmental characteristics for
model testing. Thus, the under-tree point (UTP) served as a greenery evaluation point,
which was tested only in summer, with an SVF of around 0.32.
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2.2. Field Measurements and MRT Calculation

Two in situ measurements, each with a 24 h cycle, were conducted to collect meteoro-
logical data for 15 January 2023, a typical winter day with highest observed AT of 27.6 ◦C
and lowest AT of 17.3 ◦C, as well as 18 July 2023, a typical summer day with maximum
and minimum observed AT of 46.5 ◦C and 30.6 ◦C, respectively. The field measurement
instruments obtained weather data such as air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed
and direction, globe temperature, and global radiation in an hourly interval (between 00:00
and 23:00); see Table 1. Two specific points were selected for the instruments in order to
simultaneously measure various environmental parameters, each located at a height of
1.5 m above ground level. At the first evaluation point, the Kestrel 5400 was positioned
at an open point (OP), in an area devoid of construction or notable pedestrian movement
on the western side of the plaza; meanwhile, the model meteorological input values were
taken from the Davis Vantage Pro 2 weather station, situated at the site’s highest elevation
of around 29 m above plaza level, on the summit of Arafat Mountain. An additional evalu-
ation point was introduced in the second field study (i.e., in summer) through the addition
of another Kestrel 5400 instrument. The new device was placed at an under-tree point
(UTP) on the western side of the plaza, also at 1.5 m above ground level. The meteorological
parameters were collected at the selected points to ensure representative and undisturbed
measurements of the environmental conditions. Furthermore, the ground surface temper-
ature was measured in three-hour intervals (from 00:00 to 21:00) during the evaluation
period using an infrared thermometer (Fluke 62 max plus). Mean radiant temperature was
calculated based on globe thermometers with the following Equation (1) [34]:

MRT =

(
(Tg + 273.15)4 +

1.1 × 108Va
0.6

εD0.4 × (Tg − Ta)

)0.25

− 273.15, (1)

where Tg represents the globe temperature (◦C), Va is the wind velocity (m s−1), ε indicates
the globe emissivity (which is 0.95), D represents the globe diameter (0.25 m), and Ta is the
air temperature (◦C).

Table 1. The specifications of instruments used in the field measurements.

Instrument Parameter Range Accuracy

Kestrel 5400
(Quantity: 2)

Air temperature −29.0 to 70.0 ◦C ±0.5 ◦C
Wind speed 0.6 to 40.0 m/s ±0.1 m/s
Globe temperature −29.0 to 60.0 ◦C ±1.4 ◦C

Relative humidity 10 to 90% 25 ◦C
non-condensing ±2%

Davis Vantage Pro 2
(Quantity: 1)

Air temperature −40 ◦C to 65 ◦C ±0.3 ◦C
Relative humidity 0–100% ±2%
Wind speed
Wind direction

0 to 89 m/s
1–360◦

0.9 m/s or ±5%, whichever is greater
±3◦

Solar radiation 0 to 1800 W/m2 ±5% of full scale

Fluke 62 MAX plus
(Quantity: 1) Surface temperature −30 ◦C to 650 ◦C +1.0 ◦C or +1.0%, whichever is greater

2.3. Envi-met Modeling

Envi-met V5.6.1 was utilized for microclimate simulation to evaluate the seasonal
radiative performance (i.e., winter and summer) of the model by investigating the model’s
output variable (MRT) in an urban plaza in Mecca city, Saudi Arabia. The site’s actual
environment was specified within the area input model, see Figure 2. The model domain
contained 176 × 164 × 16 grids with horizontal (∆x and ∆y) and vertical (∆z) resolution of
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3 m. This domain resolution was selected to balance between simulation time, computa-
tional capabilities, and accuracy [46]. The vertical telescoping was set as 25%, starting after
31 m, in order to minimize calculation time associated to the higher atmosphere. The model
consisted of a mountain topography that represents the actual site situation, with an area
of around 23,773 m2 and a height of 29 m. Buildings were scattered around the plaza with
heights ranging from 4.5 to 21 m, and the materials of walls and roofs were determined
based on an observational field survey. The model domain was rotated 30◦ anti-clockwise.
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As the model accuracy can be enhanced through the use of correct input values for the
used materials [46,50], sensitivity analyses were performed to ensure the accurate repre-
sentation of ground materials and vegetation in the studied site. The default and localized
characteristics of the constructions and vegetation in the model are shown in Table 2. The
gray cement pavement in the OP, covering more than 35% of the plaza, was the first tested
material. Due to a lack of data about the properties of gray cement pavement—particularly
albedo—in the Mecca region, a typical value of 0.15 for albedo was investigated. This
typical value was obtained from field data through calculating the measured mean ratio
of the received and reflected solar radiations in [62]. The application of measured albedo
values for construction materials was conducted with reference to numerous studies in the
field [33,39,41,42]. Therefore, an albedo value of 0.15 was determined as a localized albedo
input for the model, as it represents a typical value for the applied material. In general, the
material default albedo in Envi-met (0.30) was simulated alongside the localized value of
(0.15) to test the adaptability of the Envi-met default database and confirm a representative
material property. Furthermore, the second tested components were the 5 cm grass found in
the UTP, in addition to trees (including height, width, and tree structure). As the Envi-met
database did not contain the site’s trees, models and modifications of comparable trees
were made to replicate the real trees at the site.

Table 2. Model default and localized materials and vegetation.

Model Characteristics Input
Settings

Default Modified

Gray cement pavement Albedo 0.30 0.15
Emissivity 0.90 0.90
Thickness (m) 0.04 0.06

Grass Height (m) 0.25 0.05
Leaf Area (LAD) Profile 0.30 (z/h) 0.30 (z/h)

Trees Height (m)/Width (m) 15.5/9.5 13/10
Leaf positioning Opposite Alternate
Leaf length/width 0.30/0.14 0.10/0.03
Foliage Albedo/transmittance 0.18/0.30 0.18/0.30

As part of the material and greenery adjustments, soil conditions were addressed as
well, in order to mimic the ground and underground soil environments in the actual site.

https://www.rhino3d.com/
https://www.rhino3d.com/
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The modeling of soil conditions in Envi-met involves four layers, which are situated at
varying depths beneath the ground surface. The upper layer is set between 0 and 0.2 m, the
middle layer goes down to 0.5 m, and the deep layer extends to 2 m, and the final layer is the
bedrock layer which is below 2 m. Each layer is assigned an initial temperature and relative
humidity when the simulation commences. In this study, soil relative humidity values
were kept as default, due to a lack of data, while soil temperatures of the four layers were
retrieved from a geothermal study conducted by [63] in Riyadh city (the closest available
data to study site); see Figure 3. This approach has been used in several studies conducted
in the Mediterranean region [46,47]. Although the model is expected to act differently
based on running time, according to the initial soil conditions, the obtained average soil
temperatures were initiated with the study’s starting time.
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Following the construction of the site’s physical and environmental components,
the preparation of meteorological data was required to initialize the model. The hourly
meteorological data gathered from the weather station placed on the top of Arafat Mount
were used as input data to fully force the boundary meteorological conditions. The global
radiation was divided into direct and diffuse shortwave radiation to be used as input values
for the model, based on [64]. However, forcing radiation requires longwave radiation which
was not obtained at the site; thus, it was left to be estimated by the model. Finally, all
simulations began at 23:00 on the day before the day under investigation and ran for the
full 24 h. Table 3 shows the initial input data and general settings for the model.
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Table 3. The model general properties and input data.

Settings Input

Location Mecca city, Saudi Arabia

Latitude: 21.25 N

Longitude: 39.80 E

Starting date 14 January.2023 (winter)

17 July 2023 (summer)

Starting time 23:00

Duration 24 h

Meteorological boundary conditions Full Forced mode.

Dimensions 176 × 164 × 16

Resolutions (X, Y, Z) (3 × 3 × 3 m)

Lowest grid cell split Yes

Telescoping factor and starting height 25%, after 31 m

Model Rotation out of grid north 30

Initial soil temperature per layer (°C) 20, 20, 19, 18

Adapted soil temperature per layer (°C) Summer: 42, 41, 38, 32

Initial soil humidity per layer (%) 65, 70, 75, 75

Initial IVS: Yes

Altitude angle res. 10

Azimuthal angle res. 10

Height boundary 10 m

Initial ACRT Yes

2.4. Sensitivity Analysis

In Envi-met versions V4 and V5 (the latest version), new features were released to
overcome limitations regarding the calculation of different radiative fluxes. The indexed
view sphere (IVS) was released to overcome the drawback of the old Averaged View Factor
(AVF) by considering the emitted longwave and reflected shortwave radiation from adjoin-
ing surfaces and trees in a grid-based manner, instead of averaging values over the entire
domain [53]. When enabling IVS, each grid takes into account the emitted and reflected
radiative fluxes from the surrounding surfaces considering the angle of a view facet, dif-
ferent resolutions, and a vegetation transmission factor. Therefore, altering the resolution
(azimuth angles) changes the amount of calculated view facets and, thus, the model accu-
racy [41]. The various methods for calculating MRT in the model, including the detailed
equations, are thoroughly documented in [41]. Moreover, three supplementary methods
for estimating the radiation exposure on the human surface, commonly referred to as
projection factors, have been incorporated. The model’s calculation of received shortwave
radiation involves a projection factor representing an upright standing human body and
computes the received shortwave radiation based on the angle of solar altitude [41]. This
calculation differs based on the angle of the sun, as more of the body is exposed to the sun’s
radiation at lower sun angles while only the head and shoulders are hit by the radiation at
higher sun altitudes [41]. In addition to the Envi-met projection factor (ƒp-Envi), three pro-
jection factors were implemented in the model, as follows: RayMan and SURM (ƒp-RayM)
as employed by [60,65], SOLWEIG (ƒp-SOLW) as employed by [66], and CityComfort+
(ƒp-City) as employed by [67]. Furthermore, the Advanced Canopy Radiation Transfer
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(ACRT) was introduced, aiming to enhance the estimation of diffuse radiation within a
plant’s canopy and to refine the interactions between the plant and the atmosphere [52].
The implementations of such features are expected to improve the interactions between the
physical environment and the atmosphere, leading to an increase in the model performance.
Sensitivity analyses were conducted to understand the influence of different settings and
inputs on the Envi-met outcomes, covering the three following aspects:

1. Old and new MRT calculations: The 2-directional (2-dir) method involves received
radiation from upper and lower hemispheres in the calculation, each weighted by 50%,
while the 6 directional (6-dir) method takes into account additional values to calculate
the received radiation (down, up, north, south, west, east) [41]. The 6-dir method
considers direct and diffuse radiation from six angles to predict more representative
MRT values, which is expected to increase the model’s accuracy. The sensitivity
analysis of the old 2-directional and the new 6-directional calculations of MRT was
conducted using the four projection factors (ƒp-Envi, ƒp-RayM, ƒp-SOLW, and ƒp-City)
with each method. This was conducted to investigate the four projection factors and
evaluate the difference between the old and new calculation methods.

2. IVS and ACRT: The IVS and ACRT were introduced to improve radiation interactions
between surfaces, plants, and the atmosphere. While IVS allows for further calculation
of secondary radiation from surfaces, ACRT takes into account further calculation
of the diffused and direct scattered shortwave radiation through tree canopies. The
examination of various sequences between the recent IVS and ACRT schemes was car-
ried out, in order to assess how the model responds to different settings, particularly
at evaluation points featuring varying environments.

3. Material and vegetations characteristics: The default and adjusted materials and
greenery were applied and examined to evaluate the accuracy under Envi-met default
database and improved input data. Additionally, local initial soil conditions (in partic-
ular, soil temperatures) are addressed in this section while, due to the unavailability
of data, the initial soil relative humidity was set as default.

To assess the model performance, its sensitivity to different settings and inputs was
evaluated by comparing the modeled MRT against the calculated MRT. The ground surface
temperature (GST) comparison, however, was included subsequently in the last aspect as
it was significantly influenced by the adjustment of initial soil conditions, materials, and
vegetation. It is important to note that, although the MRT comparisons utilized hourly data
(with 24 observed points per day), GST provided eight observed data points per day (with
three-hour intervals) for comparison.

An initial model was created with default constructions (IVS on/ACRT on) and full
forced boundary conditions, in order to evaluate the three aspects. To investigate the
sensitivity of each setting, one aspect was adjusted in each run while all other variables
remained constant. Subsequently, the optimal settings in each assessed aspect were selected
to be utilized in the next evaluation. The study framework and examination steps are
shown in Figure 4.
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2.5. Evaluation metrics

This study utilized two statistical metrics to assess the radiative performance of Envi-
met: the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). These metrics
were applied to evaluate the model outcomes in each step through comparing the hourly
simulated MRT against observed values. RMSE is the square root of the average squared
differences between simulated (predicted) and observed data, while MAE is the average of
absolute differences between predicted and observed data. RMSE and MAE can represent
a range of values from 0 to infinity, with values closer to zero indicating more accurate
predictions. The used statistical metrics were calculated using Equations (2) and (3) [68].

RMSE =

√
1
N ∑N

i=1(P − O)2, (2)

MAE =
1
N ∑N

i=1|P − O|, (3)

where P denotes predicted values and O denotes observed values.

3. Results

To assess the Envi-met simulation of MRT in the hot arid climate of Mecca city, sensitiv-
ity analyses regarding three settings were conducted, namely, 2-directional and 6-directional
MRT calculations, plus the four projection factors, and different sets of IVS, ACRT, ma-
terials, and vegetation modifications. The simulation results are reported based on the
three sensitivity analysis steps. The predicted MRT and GST values were evaluated at
one point in winter (OP) and two points in summer (OP and UTP).

3.1. MRT Calculations Methods and Projection Factors

During this phase of the investigation, 16 models were evaluated considering the
4 projection factors (ƒp-Envi, ƒp-RayM, ƒp-SOLW, and ƒp-City) for the old 2-directional and
the new 6-directional approaches in winter and summer seasons. To assess the impact of
each setting in terms of improving MRT prediction, two statistical metrics were used to
compare the modeled and calculated values (i.e., RMSE and MAE).
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Figure 5 presents the statistical analysis of all models that involve the 2 MRT calculation
methods and the 4 projection factors. In the old 2-dir and the new 6-dir MRT calculations
and between all projection factors, the models showed a large range of error magnitudes
for all models, for example, the RMSE ranged between 4.05–13.21 K, and MAE between
3.44–9.50 K. These error values were at the highest in the 2-dir approach and lowest in
the 6-dir approach for all measurement points in both seasons. In general, the new 6-dir
approach showed better results than the 2-dir method in all four projection factors, with
an average decrease of 2.62 K RMSE and 1.69 K MAE for the OP and 0.73 K RMSE and
0.29 K MAE for the UTP. The increased accuracy with the 6-dir approach over the 2-dir
approach was anticipated in the study’s hypothesis, as more received radiation (from north,
east, west, and south angles) is involved in the calculation of the modeled MRT values.
Among the measurement points, OP in summer illustrated the highest MRT inaccuracy,
with an average RMSE value of 10.47 K among all models, followed by the OP in winter
with 7.98 K and, finally, the UTP in summer with 4.49 K. This variation could be attributed
to differences in radiation intensity, sun angles, and SVF at each evaluation point.
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Figure 5. Statistical analysis of observed and modeled MRT using two evaluation metrics—RMSE
(a) and MAE (b)—for winter and summer seasons, investigating the old 2-directional and new
6-directional MRT calculation methods as well as the four projection factors (ƒp-Envi, ƒp-RayM,
ƒp-SOLW, and ƒp-City) in Open Point (OP) and Under-Tree Point (UTP) locations with default
material and vegetations and (IVS on/ACRT on) for all models.

In the comparison of the projection factors in summer and winter, the worst MRT
predictions were produced by ƒp-Envi, while the results were relatively close between the
other three projection factors. For the two studied days, ƒp-RayM and ƒp-City showed
better MRT results in winter and summer, respectively. These findings generally suggest
that ƒp-RayM works better with a low sun angle, while ƒp-City works better with higher
sun angles, as sun’s highest angles measured on winter and summer days are ~47◦ and
~89◦, respectively. Notably, ƒp-Envi recorded the least accurate results in both measurement
points and seasons, especially with the 2-dir approach, showing higher differences com-
pared to the best scenario in summer OP (RMSE 5.28 K) and winter OP (RMSE 2.23 K) and
a lower difference in summer UTP (RMSE 1.03 K). The minimal error variations of the UTP
can be attributed to radiation blockage by tree shade, exhibiting the greatest differences of
only 1.03 K RMSE and 0.41 K MAE. This aligned with the findings of a model performance
study conducted in Singapore, which noted that a decrease in the effect of projection factors
can be caused by a reduction of received direct shortwave radiation; for example, due to
very cloudy or overcast conditions [50]. Moreover, ƒp-Envi overestimated MRT values
mostly in the late morning and afternoon of the summer day, compared to other projection
factors, which reveals that ƒp-Envi tends to misrepresent the shape of the body receiving
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direct shortwave radiation when the radiation hits at a lower angle. Similar results of
higher MRT predictions at low to medium solar angles by ƒp-Envi have been reported in
an Envi-met radiative performance study in Hong Kong [41]. According to the study, the
overestimation of MRT can be attributed to the defined big cylindrical area with great val-
ues of about 0.425 by ƒp-Envi that is involved in calculating received radiation at declined
sun elevations. The values are low and closer between the other three projection factors,
between 0.225 and 0.3, [41], which explains the better representations of the body receiving
radiation in comparison with ƒp-Envi. Overall, the results illustrated an improvement in
the radiative performance with the 6-dir MRT calculations. Despite the small difference
between the three projection factors (ƒp-RayM, ƒp-SOLW, and ƒp-City), the model showed
better performance of projection factors in the order ƒp-City, then ƒp-RayM, ƒp-SOLW and,
finally, ƒp-Envi in Summer. However, ƒp-RayM performed better in winter, followed by
ƒp-SOLW, ƒp-City, and ƒp-Envi. In this study, the balance of accuracy between all compared
points and seasons led to the selection of ƒp-RayM as well as the new 6-dir MRT calculation
as the settings to be used in further investigations.

3.2. IVS and ACRT

Following the previous investigation, this test utilized the settings that provided the
most accurate MRT results to further evaluate different IVS and ACRT modes. To assess
the effects of the IVS and ACRT variations (IVS on and ACRT on, IVS off and ACRT off,
IVS on and ACRT off, and IVS off and ACRT on), eight models were examined at the two
evaluation points for the winter and summer days.

Figure 6 reveals the statistical evaluation of the different IVS/ACRT modes, showing
RMSE ranging between 4.10–10.48 K and MAE between 3.48–7.30 K. The various IVS/ACRT
choices had different impacts, depending on the season and the evaluation point. In regard
to error magnitudes, it was surprising that the OP models did not exhibit the expected
improved outcomes with IVS on. Instead, the best results were observed when disabling
IVS and enabling ACRT in summer (RMSE of 6.95 K and MAE of 5.54 K). This might be
explained by the influence of non-representative materials on the modeled site, which
resulted from a lack of actual data regarding material properties. Thus, in order to provide
an accurate reflection of the site’s materials, sensitivity analysis of the material properties
was carried out, as detailed in the following section. In terms of IVS and ACRT modes, the
model performance at the open evaluation point (OP) was found to differ more between the
best and worst models in the summer than in the winter, as indicated by differences of RMSE
(1.74 K and 0.09 K for summer and winter, respectively) and MAE (1.05 K and 0.23 K). One
explanation for the greater variances is that the impact of the non-representative materials
was amplified by higher levels of received radiation during the summer. Moreover, this
investigation revealed that, when ACRT was activated in the UTP, lower error magnitudes
were seen, in agreement with other studies that concluded ACRT was responsible for
improving canopy radiation [42,52]. The model showed the worst results in UTP when
disabling IVS and ACRT, with RMSE and MAE of 10.48 K and 7.30 K, respectively. These
results improved slightly when enabling only IVS, a larger improvement was achieved
with enabling only ACRT, and the most accurate results were exhibited when enabling
both IVS and ACRT as (RMSE of 4.10 K and MAE of 3.48 K). These results agree with the
initial hypothesis, stating that the ACRT mode is expected to improve the model radiative
performance within greenery sites.
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Figure 6. Statistical analysis of observed and modeled MRT using two evaluation metrics—RMSE
(a) and MAE (b)—for winter and summer seasons, investigating different IVS and ACRT modes in
Open Point (OP) and Under-Tree Point (UTP) locations with 6-directional MRT calculation approach
and ƒp-RayM, as well as default materials and vegetation in all models.

According to the sensitivity analysis of several (IVS/ACRT) modes, especially in the
summer under-tree location, the IVS and ACRT schemes improved the model’s radiative
performance (see Figure 7). For example, the results showed that the error magnitudes of
the modeled MRT in the under-tree area was decreased by 6.38 K for RMSE and 3.82 K for
MAE, when enabling both IVS and ACRT, in comparison to the worst model (disabling both
settings). A study found that the optimal configuration of (IVS on/ACRT on) exhibited
high MRT accuracy at an under-tree evaluation site [41]. These highly accurate findings
were achieved by adjusting the model and settings based on an earlier study [42], which
reported lower accuracy at the same evaluation point. This demonstrates how crucial
precise site modeling and settings are to the model’s validity. Therefore, the remaining
MRT discrepancies are also expected to be improved through more realistic representation
of the actual vegetation properties [42]. Accordingly, the localization of materials, trees,
and grass is essential to ensure accurate representation of the actual study site.
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Figure 7. Comparison of calculated and modeled MRT with various IVS/ACRT settings in UTP.

Following the findings shown in this section, (IVS on/ACRT on) can be evaluated as
the best setting across a range of statistical measures, evaluation points, and seasons. This
optimal configuration was selected based on the best average results for evaluation points
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and seasons across the two statistical measures, with an average RMSE of 6.56 K and MAE
of 5.50 K. Therefore, the setup of (IVS on/ACRT on) was utilized for additional assessments
based on soil condition, material, and vegetation adjustments in the following section.

3.3. Material and Vegetation Modifications

To tackle the negative impact of poor inputs on model performance, this section
introduces adjustments to the soil condition settings, in addition to ground material, grass,
and plants settings, in order to ensure better representation of the study site. The evaluation
was based on each assessment point, where model estimations of MRT and GST were
compared to the observed data. The statistical evaluation of model outcomes with regard
to default, adapted initial soil temperatures, and adapted soil temperatures with localized
materials and vegetation can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Statistical analysis of observed and modeled MRT and GST using two evaluation
metrics—RMSE (a) and MAE (b)—for winter and summer seasons, investigating (default soil condi-
tion, materials, and vegetation), (localized soil condition), and (localized soil condition, materials,
and vegetation) in Open Point (OP) and Under-Tree Point (UTP) locations with 6-directional MRT
calculation, ƒp-RayM, and (IVS on/ACRT on) in all models.

First, the integration of only initial soil temperatures, while keeping default mate-
rials and vegetation, produced significant improvements in both MRT and GST for the
two evaluation points. The model summer results in the OP were significantly enhanced,
with a decrease in RMSE of 0.17 and 4.96 K, and MAE of 1.26 and 6.11 K for MRT and GST,
respectively. The winter OP results indicated minor improvements in MRT, with reductions
of 0.07 K and 0.06 K in RMSE and MAE, respectively. However, slight drawbacks were
observed in GST, with an increase of 0.09 K in RMSE and 0.05 K in MAE. Moreover, the
UTP results showed improvements of RMSE by 0.91 and 1.27 K, and MAE by 0.78 and
1.14 K for MRT and GST, respectively. Despite the fact that the data of soil temperatures
were derived from a study conducted off-site and that the soil humidity input was left at
default, the model showed improved MRT and GST outcomes in most assessment metrics.
Nonetheless, summer soil temperatures were found to have a bigger impact than winter
soil temperatures, as the modified values differed significantly from the default, while
winter values were comparable to the defaults (especially in the top two layers). Thus, it
can be concluded that integrating local relevant values of soil temperatures as initial soil
condition inputs improved the model’s performance, especially in summer. As ENVI-met’s
default values for materials and plants may be unsuitable for use in locations outside
Germany—where the model was originally developed [42,50]—the localization of ground
material, grass, and plants was also anticipated to enhance the model’s outcomes.
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Given localization of the OP ground material, the summer analysis indicated RMSE
4.73 and 3.19 K, and MAE 3.30 and 2.26 K for MRT and GST, respectively. These results
showed significant improvements in MRT and GST values, by RMSE ~8.48 K and ~8.07 K,
and MAE ~6.20 K and ~8.16 K, respectively, in comparison to the worst settings addressed
in this paper (see Figure 9). These results emphasize the importance of using localized soil
conditions and material properties in the model. The results of our study were consistent
with those published in [23,39], despite the use of different methodologies, particularly
in terms of how input data such as soil conditions, materials, and vegetation details were
retrieved. Moreover, the winter OP outcomes generally exhibited lower MRT agreement, in
comparison to summer analysis of the same evaluation point, with RMSE 7.05 and 3.10 K,
and MAE 6.33 and 2.88 K for MRT and GST, respectively. Compared to the worst model
introduced in this study, these results demonstrated considerable enhancements in MRT
and GST values (by RMSE ~2.31 K and ~1.50 K, and MAE ~1.79 K and ~1.13 K, respectively);
see Figure 10. The model underestimated MRT significantly at night and early morning,
with fluctuating results during the daytime. Given the disparities between modeled and
calculated MRT, it is likely that the division of solar global radiation into direct and diffuse
radiation as an input for the model in the winter study day may have been influenced
by unaccounted factors. These factors could include atmospheric vapor, resulting from
recent intensive rainfall that had been experienced for approximately a month prior to the
winter field measurement. The water vapor in the sky and the high humidity (reaching
100%) may scatter some coming radiation and increase the amount of diffused shortwave
radiation, as well as absorbing and emitting longwave radiation in the atmosphere. There
is also a chance that the observed discrepancy was influenced by shade from scattered
clouds or human presence that impacted one field sensor but not the other. This is evident
between 15:00 and 17:00, when globe temperatures displayed flat readings, yet the global
solar radiation sensor registered fluctuations (i.e., a rapid drop and increase). Therefore,
the measurement of combined global radiations as well as a lack of measured longwave
radiation, which forced the use of the model for computation, may have highly influenced
the winter modeled MRT. To further investigate this issue, more advanced instruments are
needed that are capable of calculating direct, diffuse, and reflected shortwave radiations,
along with the longwave radiation emitted from surrounding materials. This would
facilitate identifying the shortcomings that underlie the observed discrepancies. In general,
the model’s radiative performance was improved in OP as a result of using localized
material properties and the adaptation of local soil temperatures, with larger enhancements
observed in the summer season.
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Figure 9. Comparison of calculated MRT between worse (2-dir, ƒp-Envi, IVS on/ACRT on, Default
Materials (DM)) and optimal (6-dir, ƒp-RayM, IVS on/ACRT on, Modified Materials (MM)) modeled
MRT in summer OP.
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Figure 10. Comparison of calculated MRT between worse (6-dir, ƒp-RayM, IVS off/ACRT off, Default
Materials (DM)) and optimal (6-dir, ƒp-RayM, IVS on/ACRT on, Modified Materials (MM)) modeled
MRT in summer UTP.

The summertime modifications made to the ground grass and tree properties at
the UTP led to an improvement in the model’s MRT and GST values. Considering the
localizations made to mimic the real site, the comparison of predicted and observed values
at UTP gave RMSE values of 3.18 and 4.02 K, and MAE values of 2.44 and 3.54 K for MRT
and GST, respectively. These results displayed reductions of MRT and GST, compared to
the worst model, by RMSE 7.30 and 0.73 K, and MAE 4.86 and 0.37 K, respectively; see
Figure 11. Some discrepancies may be explained by minor errors in the Envi-met database
and the overall computational constraints of modeling real detailed information [41]. These
differences may result from difficulties or incomplete data when re-modeling the size,
shape, and leaf distribution of trees accurately, in addition to setting up other variables
such as leaf area density (LAD) and the atmospheric interaction of foliage including
foliage transmittance and albedo. Other studies have shown that proper tree modeling
improves the accuracy of model outcomes [41,42,44]. The comprehensive description of the
vegetation characteristics, which provided helpful input data and enabled more realistic
modeling of the studied location, contributed to improved MRT precision.
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Figure 11. Comparison of calculated MRT between worse (2-dir, ƒp-Envi, IVS on/ACRT on, Default
Materials (DM)) and optimal (6-dir, ƒp-RayM, IVS on/ACRT on, Modified Materials (MM)) modeled
MRT in winter OP.
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3.4. Final Validation of Envi-met Modeled MRT

Overall, the model’s radiative performance improved with each iterative stage through
the study, highlighting the necessity of precise input data and settings that are specific to
the study conditions; see Table A2. The results of modeled MRT regarding the adaptation
of optimal settings in this study, including local initial soil temperatures and localized
properties of materials and vegetation, are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Statistical evaluation of Envi-met performance based on evaluated points using RMSE and
MAE, indicating average results for all evaluated points and seasons.

MRT RMSE MAE

OP (winter) 7.05 6.33
OP (Summer) 4.73 3.30
UTP (Summer) 3.18 2.44

Overall Mean 4.99 4.02

4. Discussion

In this study, an up-to-date Envi-met version (V5.6.1) was utilized to investigate the
influence of Envi-met settings and inputs on the production of accurate MRT results in the
hot arid climate of Mecca city through sensitivity analyses. The findings demonstrated an
improvement in model performance, achieved through sensitivity analysis, thus validating
the accuracy of Envi-met. The validation of the model’s performance with respect to MRT
in open and under-tree locations indicates how capable Envi-met is of modeling different
microclimate conditions, as well as shading via trees as a mitigation strategy.

Most previous studies have been conducted using older versions of Envi-met, in which
the model limitations that cause certain discrepancies are expected to be resolved. For
example, a previous study that employed measured soil temperatures and humidity as
well as albedo values for materials and green facades in Germany during summertime
produced MRT accuracy in front of bare and green walls ranging from 7.98–8.30 K and
6.72–6.90 K for RMSE and MAE, respectively, [39]. However, our analysis of MRT produced
lower error magnitudes of RMSE 3.18–4.73 K and MAE 2.44–3.30 K in summer UTP and OP.
While employing soil temperatures and keeping soil humidity values as default in a study
of reflective materials, the modeling of MRT inside a courtyard in Spain produced even
higher RMSE of 7.07 K [47]. Considering the GST results, [23] attempted to evaluate the
GST of concrete pavement in a summer day in Phoenix city through comparing the results
of average six sun-exposed measurements conducted on a different day from the simulated
day, but with similar weather conditions to the average modeled values at 15:00. The results
showed very good agreement between the average measured GST for concrete pavement
and the modeled value, at 56.7 ◦C and 57–60 ◦C, respectively. These results are similar to
our study, which illustrated mean daily measured and modeled GST values of 46.3 ◦C and
44.6 ◦C, respectively. Compared to these previous studies which employed older versions
of Envi-met (V3.1.5–V4.0), our model demonstrated a significant improvement in MRT
and GST outcomes through the incorporation of localized soil condition, materials, and
vegetation, as well as the newly updated settings.

As the new MRT calculation method (6-directional), the three additions of projection
factors, and the new IVS/ACRT features have recently been incorporated in the model,
there is a lack of studies investigating these settings. In our study, the observed pattern
of values for MRT and GST demonstrated their improvement under the new settings and
the localization of materials and vegetation, indicating that altering the model settings and
inputs can be helpful in ensuring increased model accuracy. The conducted sensitivity
analysis showed that the model performance under a similar microclimate can be improved
through the new updated MRT calculation method and projection factors over the 2-dir
approach and ƒp-Envi. In our case, this improvement reached reductions of 2.23 K RMSE
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and 1.54 K MAE in the winter open area, 5.28 K RMSE and 3.34 K MAE in the summer open
area, and by 1.03 K RMSE and 0.41 K MAE in the summer under-tree area. These findings
align with the conclusions drawn by [41], who stated that the new 6-dir approach yielded a
substantial reduction in RMSE, reaching around 4.5 K, compared to the old 2-dir approach.
While agreeing with the previous study that ƒp-Envi produced the worst MRT results in
all models, the results between the other three projection factors (ƒp-RayM, ƒp-SOLW, and
ƒp-City) showed minor differences. These variations are small and within the expected
uncertainty/error margins. Similar findings were found by [41] which stated that (ƒp-RayM,
ƒp-SOLW, and ƒp-City) reported only marginal differences. Therefore, the overall optimal
projection factor cannot be determined, requiring further investigation; in particular, such
studies should be carried out for more than the two days in this study. As Envi-met enables
choice of the projection factor according to the purpose of the research [42], the solar
altitudes and exposure of the evaluated site are key factors for its better selection. These
key factors are influenced by geographical location, seasons, weather condition, and SVF,
as well as the evaluated period.

Considering the four combinations of IVS/ACRT modes (IVS on/ACRT on, IVS
off/ACRT off, IVS on/ACRT off, and IVS off/ACRT on), the model’s MRT results varied
depending on the season and assessed site. Despite most conducted sensitivity analy-
ses leading to improvements in the model, the MRT results in the open area evaluation
encountered drawbacks when IVS and ACRT were enabled, especially in the summer.
Unexpectedly, the modeled MRT of the OP showed the best results with (IVS off/ACRT on)
in summer, with RMSE 6.95 K and MAE 5.54 K; while (IVS on/ACRT on) displayed RMSE
of 8.43 K and MAE of 6.44 K. The winter OP results indicated that enabling or disabling
IVS/ACRT had minimal impact on the MRT errors. However, these results should be
interpreted with caution, as the examination of different IVS/ACRT modes was conducted
prior to the implementation of localized material properties. Since the introduction of IVS
was intended to enhance the modeling of reflected and emitted radiation in the model, to
fully comprehend the application of Envi-met’s various (IVS/ACRT) modes in open spaces
within hot arid climates, further research might be necessary. This research should involve
the use of representative measured material properties and advanced instruments which are
capable of capturing different types of radiation from various angles. In an assessment of
Envi-met performance in Hong Kong, a research study reported that the model performed
better when both the IVS and ACRT features were enabled, yielding an RMSE of 4.05 K,
while turning off both features resulted in an RMSE of 9.27 K at an evaluation point devoid
of trees [41]. The increased level of accuracy with the IVS feature was achieved through
the use of grid-based computation for both reflected shortwave radiation and longwave
radiation released by surrounding materials [41,53]. Thus, default and uncertain material
properties may lead to inaccurate calculation of the reflected and emitted radiations by
the model, thus affecting the evaluation of the new features (IVS/ACRT), especially in
an open area. The same study found that the optimal configuration of (IVS on/ACRT
on) improved MRT predictions for an under-tree evaluation area with RMSE of 1.64 K,
in comparison to disabling both IVS and ACRT, which resulted in RMSE of 20.75 K [41].
These results are in alignment with ours in UTP, which showed the best model performance
when enabling IVS and ACRT as RMSE 4.10 K and MAE 3.48 K, while disabling both IVS
and ACRT exhibited the worst results of RMSE 10.48 K and MAE 7.30 K. The consistency
of results for the under-tree evaluation point may be attributed to the foliage albedo of
the plants replicating those of the real tree at the study site. Overall, and as the model’s
settings behaved differently across various tested variables and sites, certain trade-offs may
have to be made in order to achieve a balanced performance when diverse locations are
targeted [42].

Furthermore, the adaptation of local soil conditions, materials, and vegetation in
the OP and UTP provided an overall model improvement; largely in the summer sun-
exposed location. This can mostly be attributed to higher radiation affected by localized
material properties and the larger disparities between introduced and default initial soil
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temperatures. The overall improvement of our model can be reported as MRT accuracy of
RMSE 7.05 in winter OP, 4.73 in summer OP, and 3.18 in summer UTP. For comparison, a
study that utilized the new IVS/ACRT modes, output intervals, and localized materials
and vegetation in a diurnal cycle for six sites showed an RMSE of 5.79 K in the under-tree
evaluation site and RMSE of 5.74 K in an exposed evaluation site [42]. A follow-up study
that used higher resolution and enhanced model details obtained an RMSE of 1.64 K and
3.66 K for the under-tree and the open evaluation sites, respectively, [41]. It must be pointed
out that the two studies examined MRT values during daytime in a subtropical climate and
used a more advanced measuring technique—the six-directional shortwave and longwave
radiation method—in order to estimate MRT at the site. These two different methods of
calculating MRT—globe temperature and 6-dir radiations measurements—may result in
discrepancies [34,69]. However, the main findings of this study indicate that appropriate
settings depending on the study conditions can improve the model’s outcomes with regard
to MRT. The model radiative performance can also be enhanced significantly through using
more detailed inputs that mimic the investigated site.

5. Limitations

For the model in this study, the inputs of diffuse and direct shortwave radiation were
calculated from measured global radiation, while longwave radiation was left for the
model to assume based on the location, weather, and model configuration. Thus, more
accurate input radiation data, such as longwave, diffuse, and direct shortwave radiation,
could be useful to account for actual weather conditions and avoid the need for estimation.
Moreover, it is anticipated that observed MRT values, which were calculated from the
data obtained from the Kestrel device, will be underestimated in the early morning and at
night and overestimated in the middle of the day [9,33,34]. Subsequently, the instrument
utilized in this study may have contributed to the error observed in the MRT, which might
have been more accurate if more advanced devices were employed in the field study.
Furthermore, the material properties, emissivity, and albedo were not specifically measured
at the site. The lack of soil condition, temperature, and humidity data in Mecca city led
to the consideration of averaged data from a local study, which was conducted around
1000 km away from the study site. Considering such limitations, the model produced very
good results with regard to the MRT values.

6. Conclusions

This study was conducted to assess the performance of Envi-met modeling in the hot
arid climate of Mecca city, with a focus on sensitivity analyses of the recent model updates,
as well as localized material and vegetation properties. The sensitivity analyses involved
the old two-directional and new six-directional MRT calculation methods, four projection
factors (ƒp-Envi, ƒp-RayM, ƒp-SOLW, and ƒp-City), different IVS/ACRT modes (on and
off), and material and vegetations properties (default and localized). Using two statistical
criteria (RMSE and MAE), the models were assessed through comparing their results
to field measurements obtained in summer and winter seasons at open and under-tree
evaluation points.

In general, it can be concluded that, with the right adjustments to the settings and
correct, detailed input data, the radiative performance of the model concerning MRT can be
improved significantly. Envi-met provided the most accurate results when considering the 6-
directional MRT calculation method, ƒp-RayM (in winter) and ƒp-City (in summer), enabling
both IVS and ACRT features, and the localization of soil condition, materials, and vegetation.
The new 6-directional method for calculating MRT was shown to enhance the radiative
performance of ENVI-met under all examined alterations, involving four projection factors,
in winter and summer seasons. Nevertheless, the projection factors behaved differently
depending on sun angle and solar radiation exposure, necessitating careful consideration
of the study site circumstances during the selection process. Site components, geographical
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location, meteorological conditions, seasons, SVF, and the targeted investigation time all
had influences on the obtained results.

Concerning IVS/ACRT schemes, the analysis did not demonstrate the anticipated
improvement in model accuracy for the open site, as the investigations were conducted
using material default (not representative) values. Further research might be required,
including the measurement of material properties and advanced instruments, in order
to capture the various involved radiations. Considering the complexity of trees in the
real world—especially replicating actual tree conditions or challenges related to obtaining
detailed data of a tree—Envi-met succeeded to produce very good MRT results within the
greenery site in summer. These results were further improved with the use of IVS/ACRT
modes, as well as localization of initial soil temperatures and vegetation in the model.
Moreover, the MRT and GST findings indicate that defining local soil conditions, materials,
and vegetation plays a pivotal role in ensuring overall improvements in model outcomes.
This means that, if at all possible, it is advisable to conduct on-site research to gather
accurate material and vegetation data, rather than accepting Envi-met’s databases as
absolute facts. Additionally, the model exhibited various outcomes based on the season
and site-specific conditions. Thus, incorporating multiple locations within the study area
as evaluation points—preferably with diverse environmental settings and Sky View Factor
(SVF) ranges—is recommended to increase model reliability.

This study focused on the evaluation of MRT modeling in a hot arid climate, as it
plays a significant role in outdoor thermal comfort. The findings suggested that careful
attention should be paid to the settings and input data—especially radiation options and
the properties of materials and vegetation—in order to improve Envi-met modeling of MRT.
This research also highlighted Envi-met’s capabilities and strengths, as well as potential
areas for improvement. The overall improvement of the model radiative performance
and the agreement across several studies reinforces the robustness of our findings and
contributes to the body of knowledge regarding Envi-met validation. Future studies could
explore the model’s new features in different climates, night-time modeling, and the impacts
of model settings (including the starting time and duration) on different variable outcomes.
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Appendix A

Table A1. MRT validation results of Envi-met in previous studies and in this study. The columns
give the analyzed time period, location, climate classification (Cfb: temperate climate, Cfa: humid
subtropical climate, Csa: Mediterranean climate, BWh: hot arid climate, Aw: tropical savanna climate,
Af: tropical wet climate), Envi-met version used in the validation, and the available applied metrics
(R2, d, RMSE, and MAE).

Study (Time) Location (Climate
Classification)

Version MRT

RMSE (K) MAE (K)

This study
(15 January and 18 July 2023) (from 00:00 to 23:00)

Mecca, Saudi Arabia
(BWh) V5.6.1

winter
Open area

7.05

Summer
Open area

4.73
Under-tree

3.18

winter
Open area

6.33

Summer
Open area

3.30
Under-tree

2.44

[41]
(11 September 2019) (from 09:30 to 17:30)

Hong Kong, China
(Cfa)

Shaded (tree)
1.64

Unshaded
3.66

[47]
(14 August 2018) (from 00:00 to 00:00)

Seville, Spain
(Csa) V4.4.5 7.07

[42]
(11 September 2019) (from 09:00 to 17:30)

Hong Kong, China
(Cfa) V4.4.6

5.74–9.08
Shaded (tree)

5.79
Unshaded

5.74

4.34–8.18
Shaded (tree)

5.55
Unshaded

4.34

[33]
(24 October 2014, 18 February, 23 March, 20 June
2015, 21 June 2017) (from 03:00 to 03:00)

Phoenix, AZ, USA
(BWh) V4.3 11.17–16.1 9.66–12.82

[36]
(7–8 August 2016) (from 18:00 to 20:00)

Szeged, Hungary
(Cfb) V4.4.2 6.92 6.26

[16]
(7, 8, 19, and 20 July, and 4 August 2016, 27 January,
and 2 February 2017) (Different timing)

Hannover, Germany
(Cfb) V4.1.0

Inside
courtyard
2.19–8.44

[43]
(23 August, 15 and 17 October 2016) (24 h)

Hong Kong, China
(Cfa) V4

Shaded (tree)
2.2

Unshaded
3.9

[44]
(16 August 2016, and 14 January 2017) (from 09:00
to 18:00)

Wuhan, China
(Cfa) V4.0

Summer
5.21

Winter
5.03

Summer
4.82

Winter
4.71

[37]
(6–8 August 2010) (Different timing)

Bilbao, Spain
(Cfb) V4.0 7.42–19.02 6.44–15.81

[50]
(1, 8 and 15 October 2012, 29 January, 2 February, 21
24, and 28 July 2013)
(Daytime from 06:30 to 18:00)
(Nighttime from 18:00 to 06:00)

Telok Kurau, Singapore
(Af) V3.1

Daytime
6.44–14.1

Night-time
4.29–9.18

Daytime
5.01–12.7

Night-time
4.22–9.08
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Table A1. Cont.

Study (Time) Location (Climate
Classification)

Version MRT

RMSE (K) MAE (K)

[29]
(18 July 2014) (24 h)

Rome, Italy
(Csa) V3.1 3.86

[45]
(5 August 2015) (from 10:00 to 22:00)

Hong Kong, China
(Cfa) V4.0 5.70 5.07

[38]
(27–29 July 2009) (35 h)

Freiburg, Germany
(Cfb) V4 5.49

[46]
(6 and 13 February, 21 June, 7 August, and 3
October 2014)

Rome, Italy
(Csa) V3.1 2.79

[39]
(23 July 2013) (from 00:00 to 23:00)

Berlin, Germany
(Cfb)

V3.1.5
(simple)

V4.0 (simple)
V4.0 (forced)

7.98
8.30
8.18

6.72
6.90
6.87
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Table A2. The overall MRT statistical results for all investigated settings and inputs in both seasons and evaluation points.

Season Studied Variables

Settings and Input Open Point (OP)

2-Directional Calculation
(2-Dir.)/6-Directional
Calculation (6-Dir.)

Projection Factor
(ƒp-Envi, ƒp-SOLW,
ƒp-RayM, ƒp-City)

IVS/ACRT
Default Soil
(DS)/Modified
Soil (MS)

Default Material
(DM)/Modified Material
and Vegetation (MM)

RMSE MAE

Winter

2- and 6-Dir. and
projection factors

2-Dir. ƒp-Envi On/On DS DM 9.36 8.12
2-Dir. ƒp-SOLW On/On DS DM 8.49 7.57
2-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 8.35 7.50
2-Dir. ƒp-City On/On DS DM 8.47 7.51

6-Dir. ƒp-Envi On/On DS DM 7.58 6.98
6-Dir. ƒp-SOLW On/On DS DM 7.21 6.64
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 7.14 6.58
6-Dir. ƒp-City On/On DS DM 7.24 6.68

(IVS/ACRT) modes

6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 7.14 6.58
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM Off/Off DS DM 7.07 6.42
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/Off DS DM 7.16 6.61
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM Off/On DS DM 7.09 6.38

Default and
Localization

6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 7.14 6.58
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On MS DM 7.07 6.52
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On MS MM 7.05 6.33

Summer

2 and 6 Dir. and
projection factors

2-Dir. ƒp-Envi On/On DS DM 13.21 9.50
2-Dir. ƒp-SOLW On/On DS DM 12.42 8.97
2-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 12.26 8.86
2-Dir. ƒp-City On/On DS DM 11.73 8.54

6-Dir. ƒp-Envi On/On DS DM 9.22 7.04
6-Dir. ƒp-SOLW On/On DS DM 8.57 6.53
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 8.43 6.44
6-Dir. ƒp-City On/On DS DM 7.93 6.16

(IVS/ACRT) modes

6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 8.43 6.44
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM Off/Off DS DM 7.25 5.70
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/Off DS DM 8.69 6.59
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM Off/On DS DM 6.95 5.54

Default and
Localization

6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 8.43 6.44
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On MS DM 8.26 5.18
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On MS MM 4.73 3.30
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Table A2. Cont.

Season Studied Variables

Settings and Input Open Point (OP)

2-Directional Calculation
(2-Dir.)/6-Directional
Calculation (6-Dir.)

Projection Factor
(ƒp-Envi, ƒp-SOLW,
ƒp-RayM, ƒp-City)

IVS/ACRT
Default Soil
(DS)/Modified
Soil (MS)

Default Material
(DM)/Modified Material
and Vegetation (MM)

RMSE MAE

Summer

Under-Tree Point (UTP)

2 and 6 Dir. and
projection factors

2-Dir. ƒp-Envi On/On DS DM 5.08 3.85
2-Dir. ƒp-SOLW On/On DS DM 4.84 3.76
2-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 4.78 3.75
2-Dir. ƒp-City On/On DS DM 4.69 3.69

6-Dir. ƒp-Envi On/On DS DM 4.20 3.47
6-Dir. ƒp-SOLW On/On DS DM 4.14 3.50
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 4.10 3.48
6-Dir. ƒp-City On/On DS DM 4.05 3.44

(IVS/ACRT) modes

6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 4.10 3.48
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM Off/Off DS DM 10.48 7.30
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/Off DS DM 8.98 6.58
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM Off/On DS DM 6.90 4.76

Default and
Localization

6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On DS DM 4.10 3.48
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On MS DM 3.21 2.70
6-Dir. ƒp-RayM On/On MS MM 3.18 2.44
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